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A stably stratified layer at the top of Earth’s liquid core has been independently inferred from7

seismology1–3, geomagnetism4, and geodynamics5, 6, contradicting the classic view of a ther-8

mally and chemically well-mixed core. Such a layer would have significant implications for9

the dynamics and evolution of the core and the power available to generate the geomagnetic10

field. Previous models have attempted to explain observations of anomalously slow seismic11

wave speeds, that may extend up to ⇠350 km below the core-mantle boundary (CMB)3, with12

a global stably stratified layer resulting from diffusive processes7–9. However, geomagnetic13

features such as high-latitude flux patches and reversed flux in the Atlantic10 are often as-14

sociated with radial flow near the CMB11 and thus appear incompatible with a thick global15

stable layer. Here we propose that both geomagnetic and seismic observations can be recon-16

ciled within a framework of regional thermal inversion at the top of the core due to imposed17

lateral variations in CMB heat flow. These regional thermal inversion layers are expected18

under anomalously hot regions of the lowermost mantle, can extend 100’s of kilometres into19

the core and, if sufficiently large and strong, can result in a 1D temperature profile that could20
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be mistaken for the existence of a density stratified global layer below the CMB. However,21

dynamic links between regions of thermal inversion and active convection result in radial mo-22

tion everywhere within the core, thereby avoiding any conflict with geomagnetic observations23

associated with such motions.24

While there is little doubt that the bulk of Earth’s liquid core is undergoing turbulent convec-25

tion, the possible existence of a stably stratified layer below the CMB has been vigorously debated.26

Several studies1–3 have found that seismic wave speeds in the top few hundred kilometres of the27

core depart from those expected for a well-mixed and adiabatic fluid, although other studies find28

no such evidence12. A vigorously convecting core is expected to be laterally uniform13 and a dy-29

namically stable layer at the top of the core would need to be anomalously buoyant. Therefore,30

despite unavoidable limitations in the geographic coverage of seismic data, anomalous seismic31

wave speeds have been interpreted as a global stably stratified layer. Such a layer would allow32

a range of wave dynamics not found in a fully convecting core14 and these waves have been in-33

voked to explain certain periodic variations of the geomagnetic field4, though this explanation is34

not unique. Models of core flow inverted from the observed geomagnetic secular variation suggest35

minimal radial flow just below the CMB, consistent with a global stratification; however, stronger36

radial motions cannot be excluded15. Indeed, concentrated patches of magnetic flux at high lati-37

tudes and in the southern Atlantic10 are hard to explain without invoking radial motion11, perhaps38

within ⇠100 km of the CMB16.39

Three principle mechanisms have been invoked to explain the existence of a globally stable40
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layer. The first suggests that the core has slowly cooled to a point where the heat flux, q, has41

fallen below the adiabatic heat flux, q
a

, across the CMB7. This scenario produces a wide range42

of thickness estimates17 that rely on the poorly-known CMB heat flow and much-debated core43

conductivity6. The second mechanism invokes chemical diffusion, either along the core pressure44

gradient9 or across the CMB from the mantle8, which enriches the top of the core in light elements;45

however, predicted layer thicknesses are limited to the diffusion scale, O(100) km. The third pos-46

sibility is emplacement of a light layer during core formation18, which must then avoid disruption47

throughout the lifetime of the Earth or by the moon-forming impact19. All of these scenarios are48

motivated by the idea that a global layer at the top of the core is required to explain departures49

from the presumed well-mixed adiabatic state.50

We propose an alternative scenario wherein regional non-adiabatic structure near the top of51

the core is induced by the lateral variations in CMB heat flux that are an inevitable consequence of52

thermochemical heterogeneity in the lowermost mantle20. Although the bulk of the core remains53

vigorously convecting and adiabatically well mixed, sufficiently hot regions in the lowermost man-54

tle can reduce q below q
a

preventing thermally driven convection and allowing regional accumula-55

tions of hot fluid at the top of the core. Rather than the traditional view of a laterally homogeneous56

globally stratified layer, we predict large lateral variations between adiabatic regions undergoing57

vigorous convection and more stagnant regions of thermal inversion.58

We investigate this scenario using a numerical model of non-magnetic rotating convection59

that includes two patterns and two amplitudes, q?, of CMB heat flux heterogeneity (see methods60
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and our previous work21). Our suite of 112 simulations push towards the rapidly-rotating, highly61

turbulent regime relevant to the Earth’s core by considering higher Rayleigh numbers (fRa) and62

lower Ekman numbers (E) than previous models that incorporate CMB heat flux heterogeneity22–24.63

We find that convectively-stable regions of thermal inversion (dT/dr > 0) can be maintained over64

large lateral and radial extents (figure 1, supplementary figure 1), although the bulk of the core re-65

mains strongly convecting and hence well mixed on short length scales. Even in regions where the66

CMB heat flux remains superadiabatic an inversion layer can exist a few hundred kilometres below67

the CMB as azimuthal flow sweeps hot material horizontally. The lateral and depth extents of the68

regional inversion layers are associated with the long wavelengths of the imposed boundary het-69

erogeneity rather than the small wavelengths of the convecting core. Indeed the small scales of the70

convective fluctuations may inhibit their ability to disrupt the large regions of thermal inversion;71

previous studies at low fRa did not find the stratification signal22, perhaps because the potentially72

stable regions were disrupted by the large scale convective patterns close to onset. If the regional73

inversion layers are sufficiently large and strong, the horizontally-averaged temperature gradient74

near the top of the core can become positive (supplementary figures 2, 3, 4), an apparent global75

stratification despite the average heat flux across the CMB being strongly superadiabatic. As fRa is76

increased, the bulk of the core becomes more isothermal and the horizontally averaged temperature77

gradient near the top of the core is increasingly dominated by the large gradients that exist in the78

regional inversion layers.79

We calculate the regional inversion layer thickness by determining the depth range for which80

the time-averaged temperature gradient is positive at ✓ = ⇡/2, � = 0 (‘Africa’) and ✓ = ⇡/2, � = ⇡81
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(Pacific) (figures 2, 3). The thickness decreases with decreasing Ekman number and increases with82

increasing q?. The scaling of layer thickness as a function of fRa changes depending on the chosen83

E, q?, and boundary heterogeneity pattern (figure 2, upper panels). The strength of the inversion84

is determined by the maximum Brunt-Väisälä frequency, N , which we normalise relative to 2⌦85

(twice the planetary rotation rate). We expect the strength of the inversion to scale as86

N

2⌦

����
max

⇡
✓

1

r?
o

◆s
fRaE

Pr

✓
q? � 2

2

◆
, (1)

where Pr is the Prandtl number and r?
o

is the dimensionless CMB radius (see methods). For the87

stratified regions beneath the Pacific and Africa in our simulations the Brunt-Väisälä frequency88

decreases as the Ekman number is lowered (figure 2, lower panels), whereas it increases with89

Rayleigh number at fixed E. Stronger boundary heterogeneity (larger q?) implies more anomalous90

dT/dr at the CMB and thus N also increases with q?. Overall, strong and thick regional inversion91

layers are ubiquitous within our simulations.92

Although our simulations reach the geophysically relevant regime of strong driving and rapid93

rotation rates, Earth-like values of the control parameters remain computationally inaccessible (see94

methods). Direct extrapolation of our result to Earth’s core is hampered by the complex parameter95

dependencies discussed above. Regardless, mantle heterogeneity is sufficiently strong that large96

areas of the CMB are expected to have a subadiabatic heat flux25. Such regions will inevitably97

inhibit convection over extended regions of the outermost liquid core resulting in the development98

of regional inversion layers. The lateral extent of these regions is set by the wavelength of the99

boundary heterogeneity, rather than that of the small scale convection, therefore the broad and thick100

layers seen in our simulations are also expected for the Earth. Unlike our Boussinesq numerical101
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model, the anomalous regions in Earth’s core need not have a strict thermal inversion, they need102

only have a sub-adiabatic temperature gradient to be dynamically distinct from the bulk of the core.103

The lateral temperature differences expected13, 26 within convecting regions of the outer core104

are very small, O(10�4) K; however, the temperature difference between these regions and the top105

of the regional inversion layers can be far larger, reaching 10’s or 100’s of kelvin (see methods,106

supplementary figure 5). Convection in Earth’s core arises due to the release of both chemical107

and thermal buoyancy as the core cools and the inner core solidifies. Positive correlation between108

the temperature and compositional fields is expected24 and would result in the thermal inversion109

layers also being chemically distinct from the actively convecting region. The impact of these110

large thermo-chemical variations on seismic wave speeds would be similar to those associated111

with previous mechanisms of stable layer formation7, 9, 18 but would allow lateral as well as radial112

variation. However, such regional variations have not been considered by seismological studies;113

published results and their related error bounds currently do not allow us to differentiate between114

regional and global models of outer core velocity structure (see methods).115

Although radial motion would be inhibited within a strongly stratified global layer, the re-116

gions of temperature inversion in our simulations are dynamically connected to the rest of the core117

and thus radial velocity is not completely suppressed within them (figure 4). The lateral varia-118

tions in CMB heat flux drive thermal winds that can sweep material near the top of these regions119

into the well-mixed, vigorously convecting bulk and result in a broad, weak upwelling through120

the regional inversion layers. Unlike previous studies that consider subadiabatic, or weakly su-121
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peradiabatic, heat flux at the CMB7, 17, 24, 27 all of the simulations we consider here are strongly122

supercritical (fRa � 10fRa
crit

), even those for which the top of the core has a net thermal inversion.123

Thermal stratification at the top of the core in our simulations is only apparent; the bulk of the core124

is vigorously convecting and the regional inversion layers are not stagnant. As a result, there is no125

difficulty in reconciling this scenario with both geomagnetic observations that suggest upwelling126

near the CMB16 and seismic observations of a relatively thick anomalous layer2.127

Regional inversion layers will have a different impact on geomagnetic or seismic observa-128

tions than a uniform stratified layer providing observational tests of this scenario. Seismic studies129

of the outermost liquid core generally assume a uniform global structure; however, the scenario we130

propose would allow for lateral variations in seismic velocity at the top of the core much larger than131

previously suspected. The regional inversion layers should be most prominent in equatorial regions132

and particularly under the Pacific and Africa Large Low Velocity Provinces (LLVP’s). Magneto-133

hydrodynamic waves at the top of the core would behave differently in the presence of these large134

regional inversion layers, compared to a simple 1D radial structure, and if such waves make a135

substantial contribution to secular variation, then regional variations in secular variation would be136

expected. Regardless of the impact of waves on secular variation, the fluid flow in inversion layers137

is different to that in the bulk of the core (figure 4), which would result in different geomagnetic138

variation. Hemispheric patterns in geomagnetic secular variation28 may suggest that only one dom-139

inant regional core inversion layer is present. The latitudinal and longitudinal extents of the two140

LLVP’s are quite different, which could result in differing influences on core thermal structure, and141

hence geomagnetic variation induced by flow or waves. A hemispheric difference could also arise142
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due to differences in temperature between the Pacific and African LLVP’s, which might reflect143

differing balances between thermal and chemical contributions to these LLVP’s origins.144

Methods145

Governing equations. We employ a numerical model of non-magnetic rotating convection of a146

homogeneous Boussinesq fluid confined within a rotating spherical shell29, with fixed-flux ther-147

mal boundary conditions and no slip velocity boundary conditions. In non-dimensional form the148

conservation equations for momentum, energy, and mass are149

E

Pr

✓
@u

@t
+ (u ·r)u

◆
+ ẑ ⇥ u = �rP + fRaT 0r + Er2u, (2)

150
@T

@t
+ (u ·r)T = r2T, (3)

151

r · u = 0, (4)

where u and T are the velocity and temperature fields, respectively, and T 0 are the temperature152

fluctuations relative to the steady-state temperature profile in the absence of flow. The pressure153

term, P , includes the centrifugal potential. The fluid is characterised by its constant thermal ex-154

pansion, ↵, thermal diffusivity, , kinematic viscosity, ⌫, and reference density, ⇢
0

. The fluid shell155

is defined by its inner and outer boundaries, r
i

and r
o

, respectively, and rotates with a constant156

angular velocity ⌦ = ⌦ẑ. Gravity varies with radius according to g = �(g
o

/r
o

)r. We have non-157

dimensionalised using the shell thickness L = r
o

� r
i

for the length scale, the thermal diffusion158

time ⌧ = L2/ for the time scale, and �/L for the temperature scale, where � = Q/4⇡k, Q is the159

total heat flow through the outer boundary, k = ⇢
0

Cp is the thermal conductivity and Cp the heat160
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capacity of the fluid. The resulting control parameters are the Prandtl number Pr = ⌫
 , Ekman161

number E = ⌫
2⌦L2

, and modified Rayleigh number fRa = ↵g
o

�
2⌦ .162

Control parameters for the present study. The amplitude of CMB heat flux heterogeneity in163

our numerical model is described by q? = q
max

�q
min

q
ave

, where q
max

, q
min

, and q
ave

are the maximum,164

minimum and horizontally averaged heat fluxes through the outer boundary, respectively. Our pre-165

vious study21 includes a suite of 106 simulations with values of q? = {0.0, 2.3, 5.0}, Pr = 1,166

E = {10�4, 10�5, 10�6}, and fRa up to ⇠ 800 times the critical value for the onset of convection167

fRa
crit

. In this work we restrict our attention to simulations for which fRa � 10fRa
crit

to ensure168

that we have left the weakly non-linear regime near the onset of convection. The critical Rayleigh169

number increases as the Ekman number is reduced and has values of fRa
crit

= {16.4, 24.7, 41.0}170

for the three values of E that we use. In addition to a suite of simulations with homogeneous171

boundaries at both the top and bottom of the shell we carried out simulations in which we im-172

posed one of two patterns of CMB heat flux heterogeneity, one derived from seismic tomography30
173

and a hemispheric pattern that could represent the configuration of mantle flow during times of174

super-continent formation (for the hemispheric pattern q
min

is located under Null Island). Here we175

include six additional simulations with the hemispheric boundary forcing and E = 10�6.176

Brunt-Väisälä frequency The frequency of oscillation of a radially displaced parcel of fluid177

within a fluid layer having stable density stratification (@⇢/@r < 0) is known as the buoyancy178

frequency or Brunt-Väisälä frequency and is defined by179

N =

s

� g

⇢
0

@⇢

@r
. (5)
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If the density anomalies arise due to purely thermal effects then180

N =

r
g↵

@T

@r
. (6)

We choose to non-dimensionalise N by 2⌦, in combination with our temperature and distance181

scalings this gives182

N

2⌦
=

r
g↵�

4⌦2L2

@T ?

@r?
=

s
fRaE

Pr

@T ?

@r?
. (7)

The steepest temperature gradient in the model corresponds to the maximum buoyancy fre-183

quency and we expect that the steepest gradient near the top of the core is close to that set by q
min

184

of the imposed CMB heat flux. For a simple pattern of heat flux heterogeneity we would have185

q
ave

= (q
max

+ q
min

)/2, which combines with our definition of q? to gives186

q
min

= �
✓
q? � 2

2

◆
q
ave

. (8)

From the definition of our boundary conditions q
ave

= k�/r2
o

and thus we expect187

N

2⌦

����
max

⇡
✓

1

r?
o

◆s
fRaE

Pr

✓
q? � 2

2

◆
. (9)

Parameter regime in comparison to Earth’s core. The pattern and amplitude of CMB heat flux188

variations are hard to estimate because they must be inferred from seismic tomography accounting189

for possible compositional effects and phase changes in the lower mantle. Nevertheless, several190

studies25, 31, 32 have found a minimum heat flux of q
min

⇡ 0 mW m�2, while the maximum heat191

flux q
max

could rise above 200 mW m�2. The adiabatic gradient at the CMB dT
a

/dr = g�T/� ⇡192

�0.875 ± 0.125 K km�1 with the seismic parameter � and gravity g taken from PREM33 and the193

Grüneisen parameter � = 1.3 � 1.5 spanning the available estimates34. Using low35 and high6
194
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thermal conductivity values gives q
a

= �k@Ta/@r = 30� 90 mW m�2 and therefore hot regions195

of the lower mantle will result in a subadiabatic heat flux across the CMB. The relative strength of196

CMB anomalies is often measured by the parameter q? = (q
max

� q
min

)/(q � q
a

), which can take197

either sign given estimates5 of q = 30�110 mW m�2. Here we are interested in the case q? > 0, as198

q? of at least O(1) is expected within the Earth25 and it could be significantly greater (indeed q? is199

unbounded as q ! q
a

), in such cases thermal boundary forcing should exert a significant influence200

on core convection36.201

The other control parameters of our numerical model, E and fRa, primarily reflect a force202

balance between rotation, viscosity, and buoyancy. The parameter regime appropriate for Earth203

is at lower E and higher Ra than numerical simulations can attain37. If turbulent values of the204

diffusion coefficients are appropriate for modelling observable core dynamics then E = 10�9 for205

Earth, whereas molecular values of the diffusion coefficients lead to E = 10�15. Determination of206

the Rayleigh number for Earth relies on the poorly known (superadiabatic) heat flux through the207

CMB, but is likely very large; using 1 TW and reasonable estimates for the other core properties13
208

gives fRa = 1012. Consideration based on the force balance between inertia, viscosity, and rotation209

suggests use of the Reynolds number, Re = UD/⌫, and Rossby number, Ro = U/2⌦D = ReE,210

where U and D are characteristic velocity and and length scales of the flow. In our simulations211

Re is O(101 � 103), compared to estimates38 for Earth’s core of O(108). In our simulations Ro is212

O(10�4 � 10�1), compared to estimates38 for Earth’s core of O(10�7).213

Dynamically supported lateral temperature variations In a fully convecting core an adiabatic214

temperature gradient (dT
a

/dr) will extend from the ICB to the CMB, except for within thin bound-215
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ary layers. Within a regional inversion layer a shallower conductive profile (dT
c

/dr) will exist.216

The temperature difference at the CMB between a fully convecting region and the top of a regional217

inversion layer of thickness h will be approximately218

�T ⇡ h (dT
a

/dr � dT
c

/dr) . (10)

If we estimate the conductive temperature gradient throughout the inversion layer from the mini-219

mum CMB heat flux, then220

dT
c

/dr = �q
min

/k (11)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the core. The value of q
min

is mathematically related to221

both the amplitude of heat flux heterogeneity (q?) and the mean heat flux through the CMB (q
ave

=222

Q/4⇡r2
o

), both of which are uncertain for the Earth. The thickness of the thermal inversion layers223

arises dynamically in our model and thus relies on the imposed CMB heat flux; nevertheless in224

supplementary figure 5 we assume a fixed value of h = 250 km for all cases, along with a thermal225

conductivity k = 100 W m�1 K�1. The resultant temperature difference between the regional226

inversion layers and the fully convecting bulk of the core can be on the order of 10’s to 100’s of227

kelvin (supplementary figure 5).228

Seismic evidence Several seismic studies have studied the velocity structure of the Earths outer-229

most core2, 3, 12, 39–41, 44. These studies use travel times of the multiple CMB underside reflections230

SmKS, with m indicating the number of P-wave legs in the outer core, corresponding to m�1 CMB231

underside reflections. Phases with lower values of m turn more deeply within the core and differ-232

ential travel times of phase pairs, e.g. S3KS�S2KS (dt3�2), S4KS�S3KS (dt4�3), and S5KS�S3KS233

(dt5�3), are used to develop velocity profiles of the top few hundred kilometres of the outer core.234
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Evidence for a layered outer core has been found in several studies (for a review see 2), whereas235

other studies do not find evidence for a global stable layer12.236

Here we make use of selected results from a recent3 published dataset; in total we have237

assembled 58 observations with both well defined source and receiver locations and differential238

travel time measurements. Where necessary we use estimated locations of the centre points of239

large scale seismic networks as receiver location. The portion of the paths within the outer core and240

the differential travel time residuals of the resultant data set are shown in supplementary figure 6,241

each panel corresponds to a different phase pair. Background colour in supplementary figure 6a242

shows P-wave velocity variation of tomographic model LLNL-G3D42. Coverage of the globe is243

fairly sparse and due to long path lengths in the core it is unclear how a stably stratified layer will244

be sampled by the SmKS travel time residuals.245

As a simple indicator of whether a given path might be sampling a stratified or convecting246

region we classify the mantle above the core paths as slow or fast based on the velocities of the247

lowermost mantle above the two SKKS turning points; the values of seismic velocity at those248

locations in tomographic model LLNL-G3D are compared to that of the AK13543 background.249

Supplementary figure 7 shows the differential travel times separated into paths under fast and slow250

mantle. With the presently available data it is not possible to distinguish between a global layer251

and regional inversion at the top of the core. Future results from regional seismic arrays may252

provide the necessary seismic data, with lower travel times uncertainties and greater geographic253

coverage (particularly for dt4�3 and dt5�3), required to detect the proposed regional structure at254

the top of the outer core. Such investigations will also require analysis of 3D numerical wave-255
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propagation models that incorporate such structures in addition to LLVP’s and other lower mantle256

heterogeneity in order to develop a more detailed understanding of how SmKS phases sample core257

regional inversion layers.258
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Figure 1: Thermal structure in a simulation with a tomographic pattern of CMB heat flux. Left:

Green isovolumes denote regions of positive dT/dr in the time-average for the simulation with

q? = 5.0, E = 10�6, and fRa = 1.8 ⇥ 104. Equatorial slice shows the temperature field relative

to the average throughout the core for one point in time. Right: Time-averaged profiles of T (top)

and dT/dr (bottom) in the top half of the outer core for this simulation; dashed orange line is the

spherical average, dotted blue lines are individual profiles from locations on the equator (✓ = ⇡/2),

with east longitude � = 0, ⇡/2, ⇡, 3⇡/2. The green solid line is the spherical average from

a simulation with homogeneous boundary conditions, but otherwise run at identical parameters.

Temperature has been non-dimensionalised as described in the methods section.
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Figure 2: Regional stratification characteristics for all simulations as a function of the combi-

nation of parameters expected to control stratification strength. Thickness (top) and maximum

Brunt-Väisälä frequency (bottom) of the regional inversion layer under Africa (left) and the Pa-

cific (right). Symbol shape: hemispheric (hexagons) or tomographic (triangles) CMB heat-flux

patterns. Symbol colour: E = 10�6 (lavender), 10�5 (green), 10�4 (brick). Symbol size: q? = 2.3

(small), 5.0 (large).

Figure 3: Regional profiles of time-averaged temperature gradient in the top half of the core. The

profiles are taken at ✓ = ⇡/2 and � = 0 (left) or � = ⇡ (right) from a simulation with a tomographic

CMB heat-flux pattern, q? = 5.0, and E = 10�4 (top), 10�5 (middle), or 10�6 (bottom). Colour

of the lines indicates the super-criticality of the modified Rayleigh number from 10 times critical

(light) to 1000 times critical (dark). Temperature has been non-dimensionalised as described in the

methods section.

Figure 4: Flow near the top of the core for the simulation in figure 1. Time average of the ra-

dial velocity (top), azimuthal velocity (bottom), and contours of dT/dr = 0 (green) at a ra-

dius of 3367 km. The averaging was done over 37 advection times. The flow velocity is non-

dimensionalised as described in the methods section.
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Figure 1: Thermal structure in a simulation with a hemispheric pattern of CMB heat flux. Left:

Green isovolumes denote regions of positive dT/dr in the time-average for a simulation with

q? = 5.0, E = 10�6, and fRa = 1.8 ⇥ 104. Equatorial slice shows the temperature field relative

to the average throughout the core for one point in time. Right: Time-averaged profiles of T

(top) and dT/dr (bottom) in the top half of the outer core for this simulation; dashed orange line

is the spherical average, dotted blue lines are individual profiles from locations with ✓ = ⇡/2

and � = 0, ⇡/2, ⇡, 3⇡/2. The green solid line is the spherical average from a simulation with

homogeneous boundary conditions, but otherwise run at identical parameters. Temperature has

been non-dimensionalised as described in the methods section.

Figure 2: Global profiles of time-averaged temperature gradient in the top half of the core for

simulations with a tomographic CMB heat-flux pattern. Horizontally averaged profiles taken from

simulations with q? = 2.3 (left) or 5.0 (right), and E = 10�4 (top), 10�5 (middle), or 10�6

(bottom). Colour of the lines indicates the super-criticality of the modified Rayleigh number from

10 times critical (light) to 1000 times critical (dark). Temperature has been non-dimensionalised

as described in the methods section.

Figure 3: Global profiles of time-averaged temperature gradient in the top half of the core for

simulations with a hemispheric CMB heat-flux pattern. Horizontally averaged profiles taken from

simulations with q? = 2.3 (left) or 5.0 (right), and E = 10�4 (top), 10�5 (middle), or 10�6

(bottom). Colour of the lines indicates the super-criticality of the modified Rayleigh number from

10 times critical (light) to 1000 times critical (dark). Temperature has been non-dimensionalised

as described in the methods section.
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Figure 4: Apparent global stratification characteristics versus super-criticality for simulations that

produce depth ranges with horizontally averaged @T/@r > 0. Thickness (top) and Brunt-Väisälä

frequency (bottom) of the horizontally averaged structure. Symbol shape: hemispheric (hexagons)

or tomographic (triangles) CMB heat-flux patterns. Symbol colour: E = 10�5 (green), 10�4

(brick). All of these models have q? = 5.0.

Figure 5: Excess temperature of the stratified regions. Contours of excess temperature (in kelvin)

at the top of the core as a function of the total CMB heat flow, Q, and the strength of heterogeneity,

q?. This example considers a layer thickness h = 250 km, total adiabatic heat flow Qad = 9 TW,

and thermal conductivity k = 100 W m�1 K�1.

Figure 6: Sources (stars), network centres (triangles) and paths of SmKS in the outer core (lines).

The SKKS CMB reflection points are shown as coloured circles, the colour representing the differ-

ential travel time residual for each SmKS combination. (A) Measurements for dt3�2 (S3KS�S2KS).

Background colour shows P-wave velocity variation of model LLNL-G3D. (B) Measurements for

dt4�3 (S4KS�S3KS), (C) Measurements for dt5�3 (S5KS�S3KS).

Figure 7: Differential travel times of each phase pair extracted from Kaneshima (2017) divided into

fast and slow regions based on the average velocity of the lowermost mantle above the two SKKS

turning points in the outer core. Mantle velocity base on LLNL-G3D relative to AK135. Average

mantle velocity is given by symbol colour. Datapoint uncertainties as defined in Kaneshima (2017)

are shown.
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